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,SUMMARY

8 o,

Sage Technical Report No,. 17, Workplans forD4velopin Educational

Indicators, called Tor the developmeilt,of first-approximation product-value
indevs-for putaic and pflvate colleges-aid universities. These indexes

wireito be used to,examine the relative attractVeness of program offer-
ings to "students and the relatidn of program offerings to the viability of

<the institutions themselves. Eight composite indexes describing the market'°
values of degrees awarded by colleges and universities, termed Higher
Education Product.711alue Indexes (HFPVI), were developed and are presented

in this technidal report. These measures are used to describelthe program
offerings and changFs,in prograt,ofte;ings over time for schools in sax
institutional sectors and /7 NatiopaACehter for Higher Education Manage- ',-

ment Systems (NCHEMS) institurpn41, c assifications. Several of these"
measures are also showrkto be significantly correlated. with the levels'of.

.distress experienced by higher education institutions in three of the six

sectors. A technical appendix is attached and presents additional details
and data relevant to the construction of these indexes., The pr ncipal data
sources used in this study. were the Higher Education General Information
Survey (HEGIS), the Occupational` Outlook Handbook, published by the U.S.
Departmentot Labor, and the annual surveys of starelng-salary,offers-made
to recent graduates conducted by the College Placement Council.
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Development of Higher Education Product-Value Indexes

Algng with providing opportunitiesfor advanced learning, higher

educatlon institutions train and certify students for occupations. These

job-related functions have taken on special significance in recent years.

* MOre:and.more students are selecting colleges. and universities to attend.

based on thefavailability of major fields of study and degrees that can lead

to well-paying jobs following graduation. A February 1974 article in the

Chronicle of Higher Education, for. example, called the shift from theoreti-

cal, abstract, and purely academic fields to majors that relate more

directly to jobs the "most notable trend among college students of the

1970s."

'J.. Appreciation of this trend must figure importantly in the planning and

decisiwmaking of administrators of higher education institutions.' Colleges

and universities, especially private institutions, depend to some extent on

the willingness of students to pay tuition and fee chtrges. With the
4

reductions. in direct and indirect federal supports to higher education that

may occur during the next few years,,colleges will be relying on the
0

willingness of students to support an even larger share of't.he costs of

higher education. Because schools offering degrees in fields that pay. well

,(e.g., business) will'ebe in stronger positions to,charge higher_tuition

rates and still attract sufficient numbers of applicants, shifts in the

program offerings of higher education institutions to more profitable,

work-related majors may be necessary for institutional survival.

To examine the relative attractiveness of program offerings for

different- types of higher education institutions and the relation of these

. offerings to the viability of the institutions, three data sources were used

to derive eight composite indexes describing the market values of degrees

awarded by colleges and universities. Higher Education General Information

Survey (HEGIS) data provided the numbers of degrees awarded by colleges and

universities at the associate, -bachelor's, master's, doctoral:, and first-

. professional levels in 67 major fields. This. survey also provided estimates

-1-



of the numbers of students,

and types of institutional

expenditure estimates were

using the Higher Education

and faculty at each institution and the amounts

revenues and expenditures. (Revenue and

subsequently converted into constant 1978 dollars

PriceIndex.) The market values of the degrees

at each levelin the 67 fields were,derived fro starting- salary estimates'
-4 1

provided by the 1980 Occupational Outlook Handbook, published by the U.S.

Department of Labor, and thes1980 surveys of starting-salary offers to

graduates conducted annually by the College Placement Council.* (Market.

values of degtee awards Were therefore expressed In 1980 dollars, and these

constant dollar estimates were used in the analyses of 1976-1978 index,

values.) The derived starting-salary estimates for graduates at various

levels in the 67 f ields are presented in Table A-3 in the Appendix.

The eight indexes calculated for each institution were weighted by the

proportion of degrees awaided by the institution at the various levels in,

each field. These measures, termed Higher Education Produbt-Vale Indexes

(HEPVI), are defined /below along with notes on their interpretatidn.

Technical details associated with the refinement of data sources for these
f

indexes are contained in the appehdix.

4

1 ,

Total HEPVI--sum of the values of all degrees awarded in a
giVen year--will be higher for'(larger) schools that award

many degrees.

Mean HEPVI--ratio of Total HEPVI to the total number of
degree awards--will be higher for schools that award
proportionally more degrees with high market values.

)11

* The Collegejlacement Council (CPC) Salary Surveys, which provide
starting-salary data and havebeen conducted for over 20 years, are
based on a repretentative sampleof 161 colleges and universities whose
graduates' starting salary Offers are'obtaiaed from the 184 placetent
offices serving the schools and from the graduates themselves-via _

self - reporting. Data from both the June and special, summer CPC Salary
Surveys were, used in'developing HEPVI measures. Occupational,Outlook
Handbooksalary estimates are based on surveys conducted-by the
Department of Labor in various occupational areas, reportsissued by
professional associations, and earnings paid to workeri in the same and

related fields by U.S. Government agencies.

-2-



Student HEPVI--ratio of Total HEPVI to the total full-time
equivalent (FTE) student enrollment- --will be higher for
schools with low student attrition ites'prior to Zegree
award, especially .schools awarding proportionally more
high-value degrees aid two-year institutions.

Tuition Rate HEPVIMean HEPVI divided by the ratio of
total tuition levenues to total Fl*rstudent,enroIlment--

..will be higher for schools Oft award a'gieater proportion."
of degrees with high market values or charge lower tuition
per. PIE student. This index would normally be higli fOr
public,than ftiliate,,colleges.

Faculty HEPVIratio of Total.HEPVI to the total number Of
full-time faculty members ,employed --will be higher for
schools that award many degrees relative tothe number of
full-time faculty, as would be true of many two-year
'colleges employing a high proportion of part -time faculty.

Instructional HEPVIratio of Total HEPVI to total insfitu-
,tional'expenditures for instruction --will be higher for
schools that award many degrees of high value relativeto
their anstructional expenses.

EducatiOnal and Central HEPVI- -ratio of Total HEPVI to

total institufional expenditures,' excepting auxiliary and
independent expenditures (e.g., food service contracts)-
will, as in the case of the previous indicator, be high4/
for schools that are efficient in their-operations. In

*this case, the measure will,be higher for schools that
award many degrees of-high value relative to their institu-
tional operating expenditures.'

Net Tuition HEN/Trratio of Total HEPVI tq total tuition
revenues minus expenditures for student scholarships and
loans- -will be higher for schools that have major'source"s-
of.support other than tuition revenues. Schdolls that can

rely on-returns from large endowments or federal subsidies

` to meet,operating expenses, fOr example, 'woulTbe in
stronger positions to charge lower tuition rates or provide

many student -scholarships and loans.

For each.REPVI, index.values for colleges Were calculated for single years

.and for the changes in values from one year to another. In the case o f

Total HEPVI!, only the ,change form, of the indicator, Computed as Ole

percentage cha4e in the index from one year to another, was used in
).,

analysis. In this,form, the indexis not biased by the institutional
4

capacity to award many degrees..

, -3-
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Table 1 presents the median's and interquartile ranges of the 1978'

values of the eight composite indexes.* Calculated for all higher eduCa
...

tion institutions included in HEGIS in 1978 (3,125 Schools); the index

values are disaggregated by'six institutional sectors: public versus'
4.

private universities, public versus private ouryear colleges, and public

versut private twoyear 'colleges. Table 2 presents similar disaggregations

-for thechvgle in values of these composite measures betweej,1976 and
.,

1978. Tables A-1 and A-2 in the appendix present the'mediOand

interquartile ranges for singleyear and change HEPVI values disaggregated

by National center for Higher EAucationManagement.Systems CNCHBIIMS)

.insfit.utional classiiicati4s.
.

1

Product Values for Different Types of Institutions

professional schools and public and private universitiesrepdrt higher

walues for Me' HEPVI, Student HEPVI, Faculty HEPVI, Edu.cational and

General HEP Instructional HEPVI than other specialized schoolS and

school's in other sectors (see, for example, Figures,1,.2, and 4, beginning .

oh page 9). This meets with, expectations, suggesting that professional

schools and universities:, (1) award proportionally mre-highvalue degrees

degrees beyond the B.A.), (2) have lower student attrition rates,

.and (3)- are more efficient--producing greater numbert of degree awards

with lower investments of facultytimeand either instructional expend!

tures', or educational and general expenditureSA. MediCa/ schoo4 provide afi
. ,

_

,exception in the case of Instructional HEPVI,.suggesting that unliNe other ,

professional schools they cannot avoid high costs for equipment and

materials used in- instruction (Figure 4). -Professional schools, universi

ties, and four year colleges seem to have-shifted course offerings somewhat

. '.
$

* Following a convention frequently used with fiscal or school
years, a year is referred-to by the calendar year in Which it

terminated. Thus, data collected during the 1977-78school year

are labeled as 1978.data, even if they were collected in 1977.

47
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Table 1

Medians (M) and Interquartile Ranges (R) for HEPVI,Values,in 1978,
by'Insititutional Sector

Institutional
4 Sector

Total*
HEPVI

Mean* e
HEPVI

Student* Tuition Rate
HEM

Faculty*
HEPVI

Instructional
HEPVI

E&C
HEPVI

M R M R R M

N

Utiversty

$63,688 $44,597 $15.7 $1.3 $3.7 $.7 18.9 10.3 $74.4 $27.8 1.7 .6 .7 .2Public

(N =89) (N=89 '(N =89) (N=89) (N29) (N .89) (N=89)

Private. $34,893"$30012 $17.1 $2.1 $4.7 $1.1 5.0 1.6 $95.3 $38.1 '1%7' 113 .8 .6
(N.68) 0.68) (N.67) (N.27.) (N.68) P(N .68)

4-Year College.
/

Public $11,503 $14,029 $13.8 $15 $3.0 $1.1 22.2. 12.51 A59):13 $26.9 2.1 .9 1.0 .5

(N=227) (N.227,) (N.227) (N =219) (N=210) (N =226) *(N.227),

Private $2,079 $3,530 ,.$13.1 $3.1 $2.9. $1.5 5.8 2.6 $48.9 $34.1 1.9 .3 .7 .5

(N =1218) (N.1217) (N.-1217). (m=1208) (N=1111) (m.12f7) (N=1217)

2-Year College

P
Public $1,128 $1,835 $8.0 $.4 $.7 $.7 22:5 21.1 $17.4 $19.2 ,3 .3

(N=607) (N.528)..' (N=606) (N =50) (N=601). (N.607) (N=607)

"Pkivate $634 $894 .$8.1 §1.8 $1.9 '$1.4 5.7 2.9 $44.5 $4-674,,, 2.2 1,9 ,.7 .7

(N.219) (N.200) (N .219) (N .200) (N.200 (N=19) (N.219)

Net Tuition
HEPVI

5.2 3.3

1 (N =89)

1.8' .6

(N.67)

5.5 4.4
(N=219)

1.5 1.1

(N 1210)

2. 3.5

(N1604)

1.4 1.2

(N =219)

* Values reporved laUsands of dollar!.

50.4 M 1,

.
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Medians (M)

Table 2

interquartileRanges (R) for Changes in HEPVI Values from 1976 to 1978,
by Institutional Sector.

Institutional

Sector

University

4-Year College

Total*
HEPVI

M R

Public ' 4+8.0% 13.1%

(q7149)

Private +14.4% .14.4?
' (N.8)

Mean** Student** Tuition Rate 'Faculty ** Instructional ESC Net tuition
HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI -

M R M R

Public

Private

fublIc:
PrOate

2-Year College

-1-10.4%"

4(N4223j

A

+11.qn8% 38.111;ge"
(N -1179)

. ,+12.1% 50.9%

(q:113)

+16.4% 91.6%

-0-2 $.2 +$.2 $.,5

(N89) (N -89)

O
+$.1 .45 +$.4 $.8

(N68) (N.68)

1.032- ,y$35
(a:223)'

+$.? $.6
(N=223)

+$.,2 $.9

(N.1,179)

±$0.0 $.1 :00.0 $.2

(N =503)'
.

(N .585)

±$0.0 $0.0 +$.3 $.7

(N 7172) '(N .169) (N=192)

M R M

-.2 2.6 +$5.7 $14.9 +.1 .3 ±0,0 .1 +.2 1.1

(N -89) (N.28) (N -89) (N=89) (N .89)

-.2 ,3 +$11.2 $20,8 +.1 .3. ±0.0- .1 +.1 .3

(N .67) (N25) .- (N68) (008) (N.67)
.'

1 .

ib.o 4.0 +$5.4 $13.1 +.1 .5j ±0.0 .2 +.3 2.1

(N .216), (N.202) (N .222) (N .223) (N.216) A

-.1 .8 +$3.4 $16.5 +.2 .6 ±0.0 .3 '+.1 '.6

(N=1167) (N1025r (11172) 4N1175) (N=1167)

,,
,-.7 6.5 +$.1 $6.9 10.0 .3 10.0 .I1 10.0 1.3

(N -498) (N .578) (N -586) (N586) (N.581)

-.1 .9

(N.169) '

+$3.6 $23.1
(N.I62)

+.2 1:9,

(N192)
+.1 .3

0=192)
+.2 .8

(N192)

* The change in Total HEPVI from 1976 to 1978 is calculated as the percentage change in the Index over this perfod.

** Values.reporEe4 in thousands of dollars.

14
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to higher-paying spacialties, as these schools report marked constant-

dollar increases in Mean HEPVI for the period studied (Figuie 6).

Two -year, colleges, in contrast, ;report little change in Mean HEPVI during

this period, Probably due to the fact that no degrees beyond, the A.A. are

awarded by these institutions and the market values of A.A. degrees do not

vary greatly (e.g., as compared_ to thg Afferences between B.A. degrees in

education versus engineering). Universities and professional schools

(excepting medical schools) also seem to hive taken the lead 'in increasing

efficiency, as the 1976-1978.change forms of Faculty HEPVI and Instruc-

tional HEPVI show the largest increases for these schools (Figures 7 and

9). ''

Values forTuition Rate HEPVI and Net Tuition HEPVI demonstrate two

virtue of being a public higher education institution. First, tuition

rates can be lower in relation to the potential values of degrees awarded

(Figure 3). Second, net tuition- revenues .(i.e., revenues from tuition.

charges minus expenditures for student scholarships and loans) can be

.lower in relation to the market values of degree aWards, suggesting that

public universities and four-year colleges may need to depend less 'than

their private counterparts on net tuition revenuesin Meeting the costs

associated with awarding higher-value undergraduate degrees '(e.g.,

engintering'Begrees) and degrees beyond the B.A. Little change occurred

during the period 1976-1978, although both public and private universities

and some professionalischools

revenues per,sttident slightly

slight declines in the median

schools while Figure. ,6shows that their Mean HEPVI alues may have

'actually increased diii-ii;!g this period.) Universitie and four-year

colleges also apparently were able to award greater numbers of degrees in

1978 than in 1976 (see the increases in Total HEPVX for, these schools in

Table 2) while realizing proportiohately less net tuition revenue in 1978

way have increased the ratio of tuition

during the'period., (figure 8 shows the

value of Tuition Rat;11HEPVI for these

(Figure 10).,
. )

Finally, public two-year colleges, in reporting the lowest Student

HEPVI values, attest to their continuing status as largely part-time

'institutions many of whose students either fail to receive degrees or, if

they do complete work after a period of years, are awarded degrees in

-7- 16
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fields that initially pay less. The many students enrolled ,in public

two-year colleges who may be less'intereste. in earning degrees than.in .

pursuing avocational interests seem to negatively affect HEPVI measures "of,

.the efficiency of these institutions. Two-year public colleges must

employ large faculties andapend considerable sums qn instruction to,

provide the'diversity in curricula demanded by students, despite the fact .

that of the many enrolled, fewer tarn degrees. Faculty HEPVI,

Instructional HEPVI, and Educational andrGeneral HEPVI all are lower for

two -year public colleges than for private two-year colleges and for either

universities or four-year colleges (see for exOtple,'Figuresi2 and 4).

The changes in these indexes from 1976 to 1978 suggest that public

two-year schools lagged 1:.itind all other institutions in increasing the

numbers of degree awards relative to.either the size'of their faculties or

their budgets for instruction (Figures 7 and 9), although tuition revenues

per-student increased in relation to the mean value of the degrees awarded
si

at these institutions.

'Figures1-5 present the medians and interquartile ranges for selected

HEPVI measures disaggregated by institutional sector and selected NCHEMS

classifications. Figures 6-10 present similarly disaggregated values for

the changes in value of these indicators from 1976 to 1978. The indexes

and NCHEMS classifications presented in these figures were chosen to

highlight some of. the more striking differences between the different

types of. higher education institutions. (Values of the eight HEPVI

indexes for all NCHEMS classifitations are, as-noted earlier, presented in

Tables A-4 and A-2 in the appendix.)

a

Produnt Values'and Institutional Viability

Yr

In a regent report entitled 'Development of Indicators of the

Viability of Higher Education Institutions (Kevin J. Gilmartin, 1981,

Technical Report No. 19 of the Statistical Analysis croup in Education,

National Center for Education Statistics), a composite index of

institutional distress was presented. More specifically, distress scores

(DSCORES) were dtrived and validated for universities and colleges in

three institutional sectors: private four-year colleges, private two-year

17
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colleges, and public twoyear colleges. (Additional details concerning

the dtveldpment of DSCORE ate contained in the appendix.)
.

To assess whether institutional status on one or more HEPVI measures

'-can be related to institutional viability, correlatiotis were calculated

between these measures and the 1976-1978 DSCORES for institutions in the

three sectors. Tables 3-5 present those correlation coefficients that

were statistically significant at the .01, .001, and .0001 levels.

Althatigh only amall,percentages in the variances of DSCORE values are

accounted for by the various HEPVI measures, consistent patterns in the

relationships of HEPVI and DSCORE values can be observed.

For public and private two:yeartolleges, Tuition Rate HEPVI seems to

be associated with institutional viability (Tables 3 and 5). Simply

stated, the higher the market value of degrees awarded relative to the

tuition rate the more viable the institution. The change form of this

index complicates'its-relationship to viability for public twoyear

colleges, however. For these schools'in 1978 (fable 5), an increase in

the index from a previous year is associated with greater. .distress. One

interpretation, which is admittedly speculative, is that the hastened

efforts of public twoyear colleges to increase the market values of their

degree programs relative to tuition rates are actually the responses.of

these institutions to distress. Thus, while for any single year a higher

value of Tuition Rate HPVI suggests' greater viability for public twoyear

colleges, sudden ifibreases in Tuition Rate HEPVI may indicate quite the

opposite condition--namely, that the college is trying to remedy. its

problems and become more viable.

o

In the case of private fouryear colleges, the efficiency indexes

(i.e., Faculty HEPVI, Instructional HEPVI, and Educational and General

HEPVI) are consistently and positively related to viability for the years

studied (Tables 3-5). It would appear that greater product value and

loveroperating expenies lead to greater institutional viability in .this

sector. Both the percentage change in Total HEPVI and the le1.1 of .1ean'

}EPVI are also positively correlated, with DSCORE for private fouryear

colleges (Tables 4 and 5),'suggesting _that the viability of.these schools

19
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Table 3

HEPVI Correlations with the 1976 Distxess Scores
of Higher Education InStitutions,

by Institutional Sector

Institutional Sector and
Form Of Indicator

N r
Probability
(Ho;r=0)

Four-Year Private

769 n4 ***

velk

Faculty HEPVI:

In.1976

Educational' and Genets" HEPVI:

In 1976 769 .15 *4

-Year Private

T it Rate HEPVI:
In 1976 153 ; .29 * * *

Two-Year Public

Tuition Rate HEPVI:
In 1976 481 .13 *j,

1

= probability 5. .01'
** = probability 5 .001,

*** = probability 5. .0001 .
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Table 4

HEPVI Correlations with the 1977 Distress Scores
of Higher Education Institutions,'

by Institutional Sector

Institutional-Sector and
Form of Indicator

N r Probability

(H
o
:r=0)

Four-Year Private

Total HEPVI:

Change from 1976 to 1977

Mean HEPVI:

In 1977
In 1976

Faculty HEPVI:

In 1977
In 1976

Initructional HEPVI:

In 1977 -

Aducational-and General HEPVI:

In 1977

In 1976
Change frpm 1976 to 1977

* = probability .01

** = probability .5. .001

1*** = probability < .0001

"*0

767 .15 ***

'767 .08

767 .09 * 4

S

755 .14 *

762 .13 * *

767 .11 *
6

s'4,

767 .16 ***

767 .12 **

767 .11 **

Note: The change in/Total HEPVI from 1976 to 1977 is calculated as the
.percentage change in the index over this period.

r
a
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Table 5
HEPVI Correlations with the 1978 Distress Scores

of Higher Education Institutions,
by Institutional Sector

Institutional SeCtor and

Form of Indicator
N r. Probability

(Ho:r=0)

Four-Year Private.

Total HEPVI:

Change from 1977 to 1978
Change from 1976to 1978

4

757.

:.757

.10
.14 * * *

Mean HEPVI:

rn 1978 757' .0
In 1977 758 .11q, *

Change 'fro, 1976 to 1978 757 .11

Faculty HEPVI:

In 1978 . 73g .1'5 ***,

In 19,77 744 .15, ***

Instructional HEPVI:

In 1978 7-57_ .13 * *

In 1977 757 .12 * *

Educational arid General HMI: , Al:

In 08' 757( .20 ***

In 1977' 757 .17 ***

Change from 1977 to 1978 756 `.09 *

Change from 1976 to 1978 756 .11

Two-Year Private

Tuition Rate HEPVI

'In 1978 138 .24 *

In 1977 139 .21 *

Two-/ear Public

Tuition Rate HEPVI:

Change from 1977 to 1978 443 -.20 ***

Change froia,1976 to 197.8 442 -.22 A*

* = probability .5. .01

** = probability .5. .001

*** = probability .1 .0001

Note: The changes do Total HEPVI from 1977 to 1978 and from 1976 to 1978 are
calculated as the percentage'changes in the index over tl1ese periods.
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41.

is related directly to the awarding of degrees in fields and at levels

that can lead to higher- paying jobs:

'Cautionary Note

The eight HEPVI measures discussed in the preceding page are neces-7

sarily rather crude, owing to the fact that*Institutional reputation and

discrepancies among the contents and requirements of degree programs
-

offered by different-institutions were not taken into account. in their

development.' Two schools that offer the same types and number's of degree

.programs, for example, may be -differentially attractive to students if one

is knowri to be especially highly regarded by the science or business

community. Similarly, students.may prefer to attend institutions that

offer degrees in fields.wieh-many job opportunities but impose only

minimal coursework requirements. For research purposes, the HEPVI

measures serve as first-approimation indicators allowing, for.example,
_

the examination_of the relationships between program offerings at

instittions and the financiallhealth of these institutions. However,

HEPVI estimates are not suitable for evaluating or ranking individual

institutions, although the measures when reportedjor types of

4 institutions (e:g., medical schools) are relevant to the practices and

policies off higher education.

O

44
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TECHNICAL APPENtIX,

- Tables A-1 and A-2 present the medians and interquartile ranges for
the static and change forms of the eight HEPVI measures introduced in the
preceding d'iscussipn. These tables desctibe HEPVI values for the 17 major
NCHEMS classifications. Table A-3 containuthe starting-salary-estimates,
in 1980 dollars, that were used in deriving the eight ftEPVI measures for

° universities and colleges in the six institutional, sectors.

\.,
Refinements of Data Sources Used in Analysis

Data on degrees and other formal awards conferred by higher education
institutions were obtained from HEGIS files for the years 1976-1978. A
longitudinal data file was created, with the records for each school
containing the degree data fot these three years plus selected data from
HEGIS financial and facLlty surveys e Longitudinal* Enrollment. File
developed by the American- Council on Ed cation, and the NCHEMS file
containing institutional classification odes based on 1976-1978 earned
degree data. All data on the longitudinal file were printed out for
schools that reported no degree awards in all major fields for a particu-
.lar year. Three hundred eighty-five schools were identified by this
means, and their data were scrutindied. In some cases, zeros in all
degree areas were valid reports, since the school might, have only opened
the preceding year'or have issued certificates of completion (which were
not counted in reading the-HEGIS files) rather than creditable degrees.
For many of the cases where no degree awards were reported, however,
examination of enrollm6pt data and degree data for otAr years suggested
that the numbers and-;00es of degrees awarded were probably not reported
in that year (rather thgn actually reported as zeroes), and consequently
their values were set to missing. The records for schools known to have
merged campus operations in each of the years 1976-1978 were combined.,

, Seventy schools were inv lved in 28 such mergers, and their data were
*added together.

Out.--of4range values 'or total numbers of degrees awarded by an
institution were next con idered. .The datg for schobls reporting more

degree awards than total s udent enrollment in .a particular year or. )

reporting an increase or d crease bf a factor of three or more, in degrde
awards from one year to th next were printed out and examined. Sixty-
four schools were identifies by this means, and19 ofthese schools had
unreasonable data for.degre totals for specific major fields, *which were
set to-missing. Schools wi,rt an missin degree data wcr= not included in
su4sequent HEPVI analyses.

Development and Validation of% Composite Index of Distress (DSCORE)

The development of a composite index of distress, DSCORE, for each
sector was-accomplished in two steps.. First, discriminant analyses were
performed separately for the three sectors that had sufficient numbers of.

-24-
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A .,
colleges' identified as being in distress in 1978. The only yrlables-4:
included in the analyses were those.static and-change indicators that had
been founato be significantly related to distress in,each sector in 1978.
Second, the unstandardized discriminant coefficients were used to calculate-
a 1978 distress score, DSCORE78, for each college inthe three.sectOrs.
DSCORE was designed to have a mean of zero within each sector, and the
standard deviations are approximately one.

Because there were too few casesof distress to develop discriminant
functions independently for two half-samples of the colleges in each sector
And to cross validate the discriminant. functions, the utility of DSCORE was
validated by applying the functions to data for previous years. 'Since some

of the variables used ,compute DSCORE78 were.not available in comparable
form for earlier years, the closest form of each variable to its form in
the computation of tSCORE78 w.as used in calculating scores for the previpus
years (DSCORE76 andiDSCORE77). Even with this compromise, DSCORE76 and
DSOORE77 did identify mod of the colleges known to be in distress iinall
three sectors in those years.

For nitre information,

of the Viability of'Bi h
of the Statistical'
Institutes for Researc

see: Gilmartin,, K.J. Development of Indicators
ation Institutions, (Technical Report No. 19

in Education). Palo Alto, CA: American

.18

A
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Medians

Table A-1 ,,

(M) and Interquartile Rangds (R),for Valueg in 1978,
by NCHEMS Clasifications ,

4,

t .0

HCHEMS

Classifications

Total* Mean* Student*
IIEPVI HEPVI HEPVI

R M

'Tuition Rate

HEPVI
R

Faculty*. Instructional ' E&C
HEPVI HEPVI IIEPVI

Net Tuit
IIEPVI

M "11 M R M R M

Major Doctoral/
Research

Major Doctoral/
Nonresearch

Four-Year Compre- $14,883 $14,213 $14.4 $1.7

hensive Schools (N=385) (N=36)

General B.A.

Divinity 4hools

U.S. Service
Schools

'Medical Schools

Business Schools

Fine Arts.

Schools

° $65,129 $50,953 $16.6 $1..8 $4.0 $1.2
(N=7.8) (N=78) (N=78)

$41,415 $29,063 $15.6 $f.9

(N=94) (N=94)

14.2 13.8
(N=78)

$4.0 $1.2 12.5 13.2

(N -94) 0=94)

$5.4 '$1.4 15.2 17.9

(N -385) (W:185),

$2,619 $2,845 $13.2 -$1.5 $2.7 $1.0 5.8 ,42

(N=717) (N -737) _(N=736) (N=715)

$393 $496 $10.2 $2.0 $2.2 $1,.8 7.2 I.1

(N=216) (Nr216) (N -.216) (N=2F5)

$12,080 $13,802
1 (N=9)

$7,211 $6,746
(Nr.50).

Other Health Pro-, $2,828 $2,424 $19.7 $4.0

fessional Schools (N=13) (N=11)

Epgineering $2,830 $5,427 $18:6 $6.6
Schools .(N=39) (N -39)

$2,794 $3,859 $13.6 $5.0

(N=47) (N=46)

$934 $1,737 $11.0 $.7

(N=48)(N=48)

Law Schools $5,190 $3,932

(N=19)

Teachers $1,811' 14,702
Colleges (N=32)

Othel Specialized $256 $288
Schools (N=44) 0'

422.0 $1.0
(N=19)

$11.5 $2.9

(N -52)

$13.0 $5.4
(N=44)

$18.4 $3.0 $3.7 $.8
(N=9) (N=8) (N=0),

' 4
$25.4 $12.9 $7.5 14.2 15:4

(N=50) (N=50) (N=49

$4.8 $3.5 6.2 -I./
(N=13) (N -32)

$4.1 $1.7 9.1 12.3

(Nr19) (N=17)

$3.3 $2.0

(N=47)

$1.9 $1.6
(N=48)

$7.1 $2.5
(N=19)

-$2.6 $2.1

(N=52)

$2.4 $2.1.

(N -44)

$76.0 $15.2. 1.5 1.6

(N=12) (H=78)

$84.6 $37.1 1.9 :8

(N=40) (N=94)

$66.8 $30.9 2.2 .9

(N -356) (N=185)

$44.2 $22.0 19. .9

(N -718) . (N=715)

.5 .2

(N=78)

.8. .5
094, °

1:0 .5

(N=185)

.7 .4

(N=736)

$39.8 $29,6
(N=191)

$57.4 $66.4

(N-5)

.$84.2 $62.5
(N-10)

$93.3 $105.4 2:8 2'.7, ' 1.2 .9

(N=27) (N=31) 4 (N=33)

$70.1 $27.3
' (N=15)

6.6 i3.7 $105,8 $99.0 4.2 4.1

' (N=46) (N=35) (Nr47)
--:- 7 .

4.3 2,..: $32.9 $41.0 1.4 .7

(N -47) . 61=4.7k. t'sr (N,48)
/

7.8 2.7 $325:6 $133.2 -5.8' A.9 2.2 .7

(N=19) (N=16), eNr19) (N -19)
.

.

7.6 1)2.2 $149.8 $40.0 i..8 1.4 .7 .6j
(N*5) 11 (N=49) (N152) (N=52)

,

8.3 00.8 $21.5 $61.1 1.5 2.4 ...%5 .7

.(N =4t) (N-30) AN-49- - (N-44)`
.

1.5 1.3'

(N-216)

1.1 1.1

(Nr9)

.6 :5

' (W.50)

2.4 1%4

(N=39) .

'.9 .7%

(N=39)

1.4 1.5

(N=47)

.4 .4

(N -48)

.5 c..4

(Nr21'67

.2' -.1

(N=9)

t3 .3

(Nr50)

* Values reported in thousands of iollars.1

- .35.

4.4 3.9
(N-8)

3.4 3.9. ,

(N -94)

4.0 4.6

,(N -385)

1t5 1.1

-(t1=736)

7.1 3.0

(N=215)

.

(N=0)

3.8 8.1'

(N:49)

1.6 .8

(N -32)

2.4 4.0.
(N -37)

1.7 1.5

(N=47)
_

.9 .6

(N=47)

2.7 1.1

(1=19)

1.9 2'.7

(N=52)

LI 1.4
(N-41)
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Table A-1 (continued)

NCIIEMS

Clasgifications

Total*
HEPVI

Mean*

HEPVI

Student*

HEPVI

TuitiO Rate
HEPVI

Faculty*'

HEPVI
Instructional

IIEPVI

Ef.G,

HEPVI

Net Tuition

IIEPVI

H R ' R R -M

Two-Year Voc/ $330 $1,020 $9.0 $2.0 $.3 $1.8 11.4 15.3 $74 $37.1 .2 1.7 .1 .7 ..§ 1.7

Tech Schools . (N=342) (N=231) (N*340) (N-29) (N=327) 1 (N=342) (4:342) (N=342)

Two-Year Compre-s $1,400 $1,994 $8.0 $.5 $.8 $.8 20.4 18.7 $22.3 $20.3 .7 ,8 .4 .4 2.3 3.1

hensive Schools (N=637) (N=635) (N*637) (N-633) (N=631). (N=637) (N =637) (N=635)

Two-Year Academic $528 $696 $8.0 -$0.0 $1.6 $1.0 7.3 11.6 $33.2 $28.5 1.6 1.4 .6. .3 1.8 1.9

Schools '(N =131) 01=130) (N*131) (N130) ' (N=121) (N=131) (N..131). (N=131)

* Values reported in thousands of dollars.

C
6

fit

3'7 38
Vt%

41,



Table A-2

Medians (M) and Interquartile Range's (R) for Changes in HEPVI Values from 1976 to 1978',
by NCHEfIS Classifications

NCHEMS
sClassificatiods

Major Doctoral/
Research

Major Doctor-al/
,

Nonresearch

Puur-Year Compre-
hensive Schools

GenerZi B.A.

DlitinitySchools

8,

U.S. Service
Schools

Medical Schools

Other Hellth Pro-
fessional Schools '

Engineering
4"" Schools

Business Schools

.Fine Arts

school

total*
HEPVI

Mean**
HEPVI

Stude1J *,

HEPVI
Tuition Rate

HEPVI
Faculty**
HEPVI

Instructional
HEPVI

,E&G

HEPVI
Net Tuition

HEPVI
M ft M. R M R M .11 M R M R 'M R M R

0

, 1
+12.9%5113:21 +$.2 $23 4.1%4 $.6 .-.2 1.2 +$11.2 $21.8 '' 4-.1

.

.2 _1.0.0 .1 +.2 .6 '

(N. ) (N=78) (N..78) . (N=78) (N.11) (N=78) (N=78) (N=78)
.

+10.8% 18.0% +$.2 $.4 +$.3 $.7 -.2 '1.2 +$9.5 $14.8 +.1 .4 ±0.0 .1 +:2 1.0

(N.24), (N=94) 01.94) (N=94) (N40) (N=94) ' (N=94) (N=94)

+10.4% 24.0% +$..2 $.4 +$.3 $.8t 0.0 1.9 +$4.9 $16.1 +.1 .5 + .1 .2 +.2 1.1

0.380 (V=380. (N=384) (N=383) (N=344) (N.383) (N.383) (N=383)
-.."

+11.0% 30.9% +$.2 $.6 +$.2 ,$.7 0.0 .8 +$3:3 $13.5 +.2 .5 ±0.0 .2 +.1 .4

(N729) (N.729) (N=729) (N=726) . (N=697) (N=723) (N=726) (N=726),
,

+16.2%'72.6% ±$0.0,, 0 +$.3 $1.1 -.5 2.2 +416.4 $22.3 +.i .8 ±0.0 .3 +.1 1.4

(N.2021. -. (N.201 (N.202) -/ (N=201) (N '158) ..(N.201) . (N.202) (N.201)

+29.7% 58.7% 00.0 0.1 +$.7 $1.3 -.1 1.2 +$I5.8 $62.5 +1.1 2.6 +.2 .t +.3 1.1,

(N=42) . (N.41) (N=42) (N=40) (N=30) (N -41) %,;'4-(N41)

Ar? '' '

.2 +0741.).3+15.4% 35.7%'1100.0 $.3 +$.2 $.6 -.1 .5 .+$2.9 $14.7 +.1 .4 ±0.0

f49.4% 31.3% 00.0 $.4 +$.7 $.7 -- -- +$38.8 $32.5 1 +.1 ' .3 +.1 .2 -- --

(N =8) (N=8) (N=7) (N=0) (N..4) j_ (N=8) (N=8) (N=0)
, '

.

s
..i 14.9% 30.4% 1$0.0 11.4 +$.5 $.8 -1.3 4.7 9-04.8 $246.5 10.0. .2 10.0 .1' -.4 2.1

(N=47) (N-47) ' (N.:47) (N=45) ,: (N2) (N .47) (N .47) (N=45)
.

*'
.

+45.4% 59.4% 110:0 $.4 +$.6 $1.8 -.7 1.2 +$10.4 $36.4 +.4 1.2 +.1 .4. +.3 ...,6

(N.31) (N.31) '(4.31) (N..30) (N=25) (N.31) (N.31). (N=30)

+1L.5% 43.9% ±10.0 $.7 +$.3 $1.Q .-.3 2.8 +$8,4 $14.9 .+.1 1.0 10.0 '.2 -,1 1.3

01(N=39). 04-(,0.69) .39) (N.37) (N.28) (N.39) ',t.: (N.39) (N.37)

(N=47) (N=47) (N=47),(N.47) (N=46) (N.46)(N=43) -; . (N=47)

+14.5% 32.5% ±$0.0 $0.0 +$.8 . $.8 =1.0 2.3" +$4.4 $73.1 -.1 1.9 4.1 .7 +.1 1.1

.

+4.0% 30.1% 41.1 $.5 +$.1. $.7 1

(N=15) : (N=15) (N=15) (N.10)

-.1 1.2 +$.1 $20:0 0.0 .4 ±0.0 .2 -.1 .8

(N=15) (N=15) ts(N.15)

(N=50) % (N=50) (N=50) (N50). (N=45) (N=50) (N=50) (N.50)

. ,

±0.0% 58.0% t$0.0 $.9 +$.1 $1.6 -.3 2.7 -$4.3 $36.6, +.4 1.6 ±0.0 .5 ±0.0 1.0

(N=37) (N=37) . (N.32) . (N=34) . (N=17) (N37)°,. (N=37) (N=34)

Law SchOols

21.

(N.15)

Teachers
'

Colleges

. '. Other Speciallzed
Schools

* The change in Total HEPVI from 1976 to 1978 is calculated as the percentage change in the index over this period.

!* Values reported in thousands of dollArs.
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Tabld A-2 (continued)

NCHEMS
Classifications

Total* Mean** Student** Tuition Rate Faculty** Instructional E&G Net Tuition

HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI IIEPVI HEPVI HEPVI HEPVI

Two-Year Voc/
Tech SchoolU

Two-Year Compte-
hensive Schools

TwcKcear Academic

Schools

+21.6% 72.6%
(N=189)

.2% 50.1%
1)

+8.1% 49:8%

(N -121)

,

±$0.0 $.1 :±$0.0 $.3 -.3 2.8 ±$0.0 $4.1 ±0.0 .3 ±0.0 .1 ±0.0 .4

(N=175) (N =293) (N=175) (N=276) (N=293) (N=293) (N=293)

±$0.0 $.1 +$.1 $.4 -.2 4.8 +$1.2 $8.8 ±0.0 .3 10.0 .1 +.1 1.5

(N=621) (N -623) (N=617) , (N=613) (N=623) (N -623) (N=619)

±$0.0 $0.0 +$.1 $0 -.1 1.2 +$1.3 $9.9 +.1 .6 ±0.0 .2 +.1 1.1

(N=120) (N=121) (N=120) (N -104) (N=121)_ (N =121) ' (N=121)

* The change in Total IIEPVI from 1976 to 1978 is calculated as the percentage change in the index over this period.

** %Wes reported in thousands of dollars.
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Table A-3

Estimates of Starting Salaries for 67 Major Fields,
in 1980 Dollars

Major Field of Study Estimate of Starting Salary

f

Dentistry, E $26,000

Medicine 35,000

'Optometry 22,000,

Osteopathy 35,000

Pharmacy ,20,000

Podiatry 28,000

Veterinary Medicine 24,000

Chiropractic Medicine 20,000

Law. 22,000

Theology 4 10,000

Other Professional 24,000

Agriculture and Natural Resources
B.A.

Ph.D.

Architecture and Environthental Design

B.A.

M.A.

Ph.D.

Area Studies
B.A.

M.A.
Ph.D.

az

11

Biological Sciences
B.A.

M.A.
Ph.D.

BUsiness'and Management
B.A.

M.A.

Ph.D.

Communications

M.A.
.

Ph.D.

to

N

-30-

43

..,

$14,000

16;000
20,000

$15,000
18,000

22,000

$11,000
13,000
16,000

$14,000
18,000
22,000

$16,600
22,000
28,000

$1.4,000

19,000

23,000 -

' o



Table A-3 (continued)

Major Field of Study Estiniate of Starting Salary

3

Computer and.Information Sciences
B.A.

M.A.

Ph.D. t

Education
B.A.

M.A.
Ph.D

Engineering,'General-
B.A.

M.A.

Ph.D.

Aerospace, AeronauticalrEngineering
B.A.

M.A.

$19,000
24,000

30,000

$ 9,000
15,000

19,000

$20,000
23,000
29,000.

$21,000
24-000

30,000

Agricultural Engineering
B.A.

M.A..
Ph.D.

ArchiteCtural Engineering

$20,000

23,000
29,000

B.A. $20,0,00

M.A. 23,000

Ph.D. 29,000

Bioengineering, Biomedical Engineering
B.A. $20,000

M.A. 23,000

PhD. A 29,000

Chemical Engineer'ing (inc. Petroleum Refining)
B.A. $24,900

M.A. rrz 26,000

Ph.D. 31,000

Pe i-ioleum Engineering,

B.A. $26,000
29,000

PhD. 36;000

Civil, Construction Engineering
$20,000

M.A. 23,000

. Ph.D. 29,000

44
-31-
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Table A -3 (continued)

Major Field of Study Estimatef Starting Salary

Elecrrical,'Communications Engineering
B.A. $22,000
M.A. 25,000

Ph.D. 32,000

4
Mechanical Engineering

B.A. $22,000

M.A. 25,000

Ph.D. 32,000

0 dedlogtcal Engineering
'B. $23,000 /
M.A. 26,000

Ph.D. 32,000

Geoiysical Engineering
B.A. ' $23,000

M.A. 26,000

Ph.D. 32,000,

1 Industrial, Management Engineering
B.A. , $22,000

M.A. 24,000

Ph.D._ 30,000

Metallurgical Engineering
B.A. $23,000

M.A. 25,000

Ph.D. 30,000

1
Materials Enginepring

B.A.
M.A.

Ph.D4)
Ceramic Engineeri4g

23,000
25,1000

'30,000.

B.A. $23,000

M.A. 25,000

410 Ph.D. 30,000

Textile Engineering
B.A.' $23,000

M.A.
Ph.D.

25,000
30,000

Ming, Mineral'Engineering
B.A. $23,000

25,000

Ph.D. 30,000

=32- 45
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Table A -3 (Continued)

Major Field of Study Estimate Of Starting Salary

Engis5ering Physics
B.A. $22,000
M.A. 24,000
Ph.D. 30,000

Nuclear Engineering
B.A. $22;000

M.A. .24,000

Ph.D. a 30,000

Engineering:Mechanics
B.A. $22,000

M.A. 24%000
Ph.D.

Environmental,Sanitary Engineering

30,000

t.

B.A. $20,000
M.A. 23,000

29,000

Naval Architecture and.Marine Engineering
B.A. $20,000

M.A. 23,000

Ph.D. 29.000'

Ocean Engineering
-,B.A. $20,000 .

M.A. 23,000

-Ph.D. 29,000

Engineering Technologies

B.A. 4 $21.,000

M.A. 23,000

, Ph.D. ,28,000

.engineering, Other
e.A.

M.A.'

Ph.D.

$20,000
23,000

29,000

a,

.
Fineand Applied Arts

B.A. ' $11,000

M.A. f- 13,000
16,01:10

'Foreign Languages
B.A. .$11,A 000.
M.A. 13,000

Ph.D. 46,000

-33-
46
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Table A-3 (continued) NJ

2Major Field of .Study Estimate of Starting Salary

.

Health Professions
$16,'060

M.A.

Ph.D. 25;000

Home Economics
B.A. $14., 000

M.A. 17 ,,000

. Ph.D. 20,000

Legal Studies
B.A. $15,000
M.A., 11,000

Ph.D. ,.. 19,000

P
English, Philosophy, Classics (--

B.A. $13,000
4.

,

.

M.A. 17,000 .

',..'

. Ph.D.
. 18,000

-Library Science 4

B.A. '$ 9,000

M.A. 13,000

Ph.D. 18,000

Mathematics
B.A.

M.A.

Ph.D.

Military SCiences
B.A.

M.A.

Ph.D.

Physical Sciences
B.A.

M.A.
Ph.D.

Psychology

M.A.
Ph.D.

Public Aff4irs and Services

,B.A.

Ph.D.I

$18,000
/1,000
29;000

$15,000'
19;000
26,000 s71,...

"4/

-$21;000.
24,00Q

1.-4
29.000

$*13,000

'c- 16,000
20,000

$15,000
17,000

22,000

-34, 47
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Table A-3 (continued)

Major Vield of Study
.

Estimate of;Starting Sala4y

Social Sciences ftt

B.A.

M.A.
Ph.D.

Theological Studies

M.A.

Ph.D.

Interdisciplinary Studies
B.A.

M.A.

Ph.D.

'Arts and Science, General
A.A. and Other, Two-Year Dpgree (OT)

Data Processing Technologies-

: (1 °. .
A.A. and OT

...

Health Services and.Pa amedi rgecholingies .,

A.A. and OT t4. f

..,,,

Mechanical and Engineering
% A.A. and OT

A
.

..-

. . .

isl'atural Science Technologies

A.A. and OT

Business and Commerce Technologies
-A.A. and in

aiblic Service-Related Technologies
A.A. and OT

4

4

$13,900

16,goo
20 ,,Q00

$ 9,400
112,000

15,000

$16,000
19,000

24,000

4 $ e,000

,$13,000

$ 8,000

--..4g-ha,.4'.) $40,000

Ox r
, re

ct 4

4 \ 6 4

,Ooo

000
.

1
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